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Erich S. Gruen, Ethnicity in the Ancient World—Did It Matter? Berlin and Boston: Walter De
Gruyter, 2020. 210 pp. ISBN: 978-3-11-068565-7.
In his latest book, Erich Gruen (G.) takes up some old chestnuts that have preoccupied him for
decades: themes of ethnicity and cultural identity in antiquity. On these topics, G.’s earliest studies
focused on republican Rome: Studies in Greek Culture and Roman Policy (1990) and Culture and
National Identity in Republican Rome (1992). He later turned his attention to the Jewish
experience in the Greek and Roman worlds: Heritage and Hellenism: The Reinvention of Jewish
Tradition (1998); Diaspora: Jews amidst Greeks and Romans (2002); The Construct of Identity in
Hellenistic Judaism (2016); and Fragmentary Jewish Historians and Biblical History (2019). The
present volume is wide-ranging, encompassing Greek, Roman, Jewish, and early Christian
constructions of group identity (Chapters 10 and 11 [pp. 185–214], examine the putatively “racial
reflections” of Paul and the idea of Christians as a “third race,” respectively). In some ways, the
book complements the earlier work, Rethinking the Other in Antiquity (2011). The present study
tackles race and ethnicity in the ancient world through a series of case studies, several of which
focus on particular authors ranging from Herodotus to Philo, Josephus, and Paul.
G. opens with consideration of the quintessential Greek term for ethnic articulation and
contrast: barbaros (Chapter 1: “Were Barbarians Barbaric?,” 11–41). The title cleverly indicates
the trajectory of the argument to follow, which is in keeping with overall findings of Rethinking
the Other. According to G., Greek society was accommodating of what we should call ethnic
difference; much more multi-cultural than many modern scholars have allowed. The chapter
serves as a preview of more in-depth studies to follow, touching on the barbarian category in
Herodotus, Polybius, Diodorus, Strabo, Philo, and Josephus. G. concludes (41), “Greeks prized
their distinctiveness, to be sure. But that distinctiveness did not require a branding of the nonGreek as sub-human, uncivilized, and beneath contempt….that disposition stood at a considerable
distance from any concept of congenital inferiority. Racism had not yet reared its ugly head.”
Chapter 2 (“Herodotus and Greekness,” 42–55) argues that Herodotus routinely explodes
putatively rigid group stereotypes, emphasizing borrowing, sharing, and adaptation. Herodotus,
according to G., had reservations about any notions of “unadulterated ethnicity.” The historian
certainly respected the power of customs in shaping human behavior (locus classicus, 3.38.1–4),
but he knew well that they were themselves susceptible of transformation, modification, and even
extinction. Custom as a causal explanation certainly “could not go to the heart of ethnic identity”
(55).
Chapter 3 (“The Racial Judgments of Polybius,” 56–71), is a revision of a paper G. presented
at an international conference on Polybius held in Thessaloniki in May of 2016. Here G. argues
that a study of Polybian usage of genos and ethnos, words which should reveal stereotypical
vilification and condemnation of out-groups according to some racist ideology or Hellenic cultural
chauvinism, actually show no signs that the Achaean historian subscribed to ideas of innate,
congenital group characteristics.
Chapters 4–5 (72–112) take up issues explored in G.’s books of 1990 and 1992 on Roman
republican collective identities. As Roman imperial expansion advanced, Rome’s society and
culture necessarily became truly multicultural. G. paints a picture of “multiple identities,” “tangled
perspectives,” and “constructed ethnicities” in republican Rome. They evinced, in G.’s felicitous
phrasing, a “composite identity that could accommodate a variety of peoples” (6). There was
“diversity” in “unity” here, according to G., with the nearly obligatory citation in this regard of
Ennius and his tria corda at Gell. NA 17.17.1 (103). On the whole, one is inclined to agree.
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Otherwise, the “politics of incorporation,” as I have called the key to Rome’s imperial success in
various publications over the years, could hardly make sense. But gliding over startling events like
the Bacchanalian pogrom of 186 BCE, the confiscation and burning of Greek religious texts by
praetorian edict, periodic expulsions of Greek intellectuals from the metropole, or scurrilous
remarks against targeted groups in Juvenal—to take but a few examples—may give us pause with
some of G.’s seamless pronouncements.
Chapters 6–9 (113–184) shift the focus to Jewish “ethnicity” in antiquity, considering the Jews
and mixed marriages (113–130), Hellenistic Jews’ ideas on “race” and religion (131–149), Philo
and Jewish “ethnicity” (150–165), and Josephus’ “ethnic” vocabulary (166–184). Again, the thrust
of the chapter is that questions of ethnicity and race are non-starters. In some instances, however,
the reader may feel as if the argument takes on a Procrustean character. For example, the Book of
Tobit seems to insist upon endogamy, and in no uncertain terms (see esp. Tobit 1.9, 4.12). G.
admits that Tobit suggests that “some ardent advocates of tribalism were around.” (127). How
many? How ardent? Of course, evidence does not allow us to answer these questions. In the
conclusion to Chapter 6, G. observes, “The Bible, in short, offers little support for the thesis that
mixed marriages compromised the ethnic purity of the Chosen People” (130). The cumulative
impact of passages discussed in the chapter suggest that this may well have been the case. The
point is simply that in some instances, contradictory evidence seems to be dismissed and absorbed
into the overall reading by means of special pleading. An example is G.’s treatment of Josephus’
statement that the Zealots sought alliance with the Idumaeans because “they knew them to be a
tumultuous and undisciplined ethnos” (BJ 4.231). Why should the sentiment be dismissed because
some texts “express the views of characters in the story, not necessarily Josephus’ own opinion”
(176)? Do they not provide evidence for Jewish ideas on Idumaean “ethnicity,” just the same? Do
we need the imprimatur of Josephus’ own opinion?
The same sort of argument surfaces in the Roman chapters. Evidence for “Roman racism”
(Cicero, Seneca, Tacitus, Petronius, Martial, Juvenal) regarding out-groups is dismissed. Seneca,
for example, calls Jews a “most wicked gens” (apud August. CD 6.11). But to observe that, “this
is a fragment quoted by a much later author, and we do not know the context” (86) hardly diffuses
it. Or take Cicero’s seemingly xenophobic statements, jettisoned as “comments from heated
forensic contests” (81). If Cicero was “tailoring his rhetoric to the occasion” (82), one asks
whether the rhetorical move would have made any sense, unless it struck a chord with its
audience. Moreover, the point that such ideas were “tailored” for rhetorical needs of the moment is
well taken. In fact, considering the interface between political elites and their non-elite
constituencies, we might even call democratic Athens and republican Rome “rhetorical societies.”
But we should not err in another direction and disregard an author’s sentiments because they do
not fit well with the main body of his or her thought. Quentin Skinner taught us this long ago in
exposing the methodological fallacy of the “mythology of coherence.” As for “ethnic” slurs in
Cicero’s philosophical works (De Natura Deorum, Tusculan Disputations), they can be
discounted by G., as in the case of Josephus’ characterization of Idumaeans, because they are put
into the mouths of others (82).
Criticism of the book, therefore, rests on conceptual and methodological grounds. First of all,
Greek, Roman, Jewish, and (even) early Christian intellectuals constituted an elite, literate
minority, whose views cannot unproblematically be taken as representative of societal stances on
“ethnicity” and “racism” as a whole. Moreover, as noted, the fact that an ancient author does not
vouch for any particular example of “ethnic” prejudice, does not rule out evidence he presents for
“ethnic” or “racial” prejudice. For an example, we read that Josephus provides instances of
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hostility to “barbarians” (BJ 1.255; Ant. 15.130), which are “not in the historian’s own voice”
(39). According to G., these are not the views of Josephus, and only questionably those of Herod
or Vespasian. Somehow these observations are supposed to disarm the evidence. Whose ideas
were they, then? How does this line of argumentation show that they had no reality? If the reader
would not immediately recognize them, do passages such as these even make sense? Do they not
rather argue for the prevalence of such ideas?
At a deeper level lie phenomena of “ethnicity” and “race” themselves. They are clearly
emotive words, such as Koebner and Schmidt (1965) called “empire” and “imperialism.” As such,
can they usefully serve as analytical categories? G. is well aware of the problem, and he sees in
ethnicity “a flexible and malleable character that defies consistent or comprehensive definition”
(7). For its part, “race” is more troublesome, as it “carries unwanted baggage in our time” (1).
“Ethnicity” consequently becomes the preferred term, even though “severance of race from
ethnicity seems increasingly hollow” (2). G. for the most part leaves the problem there, and a
certain amount of slipperiness and fuzziness therefore plagues the book throughout. Would it not
have been better to define and delimit these terms as they would be used, thereby rendering them
intelligible tools for analysis? Long ago Michael Banton and Fredrik Barth provided reasonably
clear working definitions on race and ethnicity, respectively, upon which one could build (G.
mentions Barth in a footnote; Banton’s works are absent from the bibliography). On race and
racism, some would say that these are constructs of relatively recent times; they had to await
Gregor Johann Mendel’s experiments with peas and the Darwinian revolution. That position, by
the way, could well serve G.’s general position in this book.
It is time to sum up. To my mind, the statement on methodology at the conclusion underscores
the book’s major shortcoming. “Investigation of the subject here has refrained from imposing a
definition or constructing a frame into which to fit the ancient evidence” (215). This means, in
truth, that by the end of the book we know that the ancients did not adhere to certain pathways of
thought and feeling, but we have little idea as to what those pathways might be.
These criticisms must be placed in proper context, and in closing I want to emphasize this
study’s many virtues. G.’s book exhibits qualities we have come to expect from him over his
stellar career: absolute mastery of sources, meticulousness of research, impeccable attention to
detail (I find only one typo: failure to close parentheses in text at 207 n. 32), and an engagingly
strong, even muscular, prose style. And the overall contention is convincing; namely that ancient
Greeks, Romans, Jews, and early Christians did not view differences they observed in out-groups,
even when they seem to express hatred for them, as stemming from some congenital, unalterable
cause. The overall thesis is, in my view and with a few reservations, sound and compelling. “The
book argues that ancients expressed the collective identities of their societies less in terms of
ancestry, genealogy, and inherent character than in a conglomerate of traditions, practices, and
shared convictions. In other words, cultural commonality counted for more than shared lineage”
(6). G. states that the thesis is “clear, if controversial.” I do not find it to be so controversial, but
for the reasons stated above (definitional and methodological), I think it could be somewhat
clearer.
Craige Champion
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